P11231: UAV Imaging
Integration and Performance
Final Project Review Presentation

Project Description
The purpose of P11231 was to integrate, implement
and evaluate the products of previous projects in the Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
multidisciplinary senior design (MSD) family:

P10232 UAV-C
P10231 UAV Telemetry
P10236 Electronic Controller

Needs and Specifications
UAV
The plane flies reliably

The plane shall fly 30 flights without maintenance.

The plane supports a payload.

The plane shall support a 15 lbf payload

The plane is robust.
The plane can fly long flights.

The plane shall fly 30 flights without major failures.
The plane shall fly 30 minutes.

The total plane weight is within legal restrictions.

The plane's gross weight shall be less than 55lbf.

Mathematical Model
Model can be used to implement control system.
Model can be used for aircraft simulation.
Model can be compared to flight data.

The model shall provide useful simulation of aircraft
performance.
The model and aircraft shall have the same inputs and
outputs.
The model shall predict the same quantities measured by the
flight controller.

Needs and Specifications
Controller
Controller connects to all sensors.

The controller shall be compatible with instrumentation for
airspeed, position and IMU sensors.

Controller is firmly seated.

The controller shall not come loose in flight.

Controller can withstand a crash.

The controller shall not be damaged during flight failure.

Controller fits in airframe.

The controller shall occupy less than one fourth of the
cargo
area.

Data Logging
Measurement Unit is able to log entire flight
sessions.

The Measurement Unit shall be able to record an entire flight's
worth of data from all connected sensors onto a valid medium.

Individual Sensors can transmit valid data

Each individual sensor connected to the measurement unit shall
continue to transmit valid information during the duration of flight.

Controller is able to accept sensor data

Either the measurement unit or individual sensors shall transmit
data to the Controller in realtime.

Controller is able to transmit sensor data by
telemetry.

The Controller shall be able to transmit some sensor data via
telemetry, assuming other components are in working order.

Flight data may seamlessly integrate with
MATLAB

The CCP shall act as an interface for MATLAB interaction,
allowing flight data to easily be viewed and manipulated.

Concept Summary
Integrate controller
Rebuild and verify old controller
Replace old I/O board with the Ardupilot
Ensure that MATLAB code interacts with the controller
Test existing airframe

System Architecture - overview

System Architecture - CCP Re-Design
Before

After

A power plane was added to improve the durability of the board and
remove an external jumper wire. This also improved the

attenuation of noise seen though the board.

System Architecture - Telemetry

P10231 was able to design a bidirectional communication system and develop software with an
easy-to-use graphical user interface that enabled
the wireless transmission of data. This system was never tested
or integrated with the UAV controller.

System Architecture - Telemetry

It was found that in it's provided state, the telemetry unit can not communicate
with the Controller (RS232 v. CMOS TTL). A transceiver circuit needs to be
constructed to allow for the controller to stream data to a base station. This can
be done through the purchase of Texas Instrument part # SLLS791-C (shown)
and constructed either on-board, or as a specialized cable.

System Architecture - PWM Re-Design
In order to preserve functionalitiy of legacy hardware and protocols, the PWM board
design was retrofitted in order to accomodate both the ArduPilot communication and
PWM Signals to the IOB.
With the late discovery of an incompatible Telemetry signal, the PWM board can
include the additional circuity needed to translate the serial communication signals,
further integrating the whole package.
The old channels for GPS and +Vref were re-purposed for the ArduPilot
communication. The new board also integrates common signals, which removes some
of the "birds nest" appearance of the wires connecting all three boards, and improves
reliability.
The board follows the same communication protocol as the previous system,
eliminating the need for more code modification.
The documentation included covers all changes and protocol reassignments
concerning IOB operations. The CCP remains fully compatible after the redesign.

System Architecture
Dynamic Model
The dynamic model created for this project is based on the
model created as the final project from RIT course 0304-682
Flight Dynamics.
The model was parametrized using USAF Digital Datcom++
and aircraft modeling methods provided by Dr. A. Crassidis
and referenced from Flight Stability and Automatic Control by
Robert C. Anderson.
The trim condition for the model was sought out by setting
flight parameters and initial conditions for trimmed flight
measured during flight testing and was further refined using
the trim function in MATLAB/Simulink.

System Testing Results
The trim condition model results indicate that some model
parameters need to be refined.

Airframe Flight Testing
Successfully completed payload flight testing requirements with:
6lb (<3 min)
10.2lb (1 min 46 sec)
12.89lb (2 min 30 sec)
15.25lb (4min 45 sec)
Completed flight ceiling requirements:
567.59 ft maximum altitude
Estimated flight endurance is 24 minutes with a 13.6 lb payload

Data Acquisition

Data Acquisition

Flight Failures
During the sixth flight to test data logging capabilities the speed
control self ignited, possibly caused by a short in the motor's
internal wiring.
The airframe experienced minor damage, estimated repair
time is two hours.
The speed control is irreparably damaged.
The motor's status is questionable

Data Acquisition
Successfully recorded data from all sensors on ArduPilot.
GPS
Airspeed (Pitot-static probe)
Altitude
6-axis IMU
Radio

Results and Implications
The airframe has proven to be a capable platform that should fly
in a variety of mission configurations.
The airframe itself has proven to be robust, the only failures
during flight testing were of purchase parts.
Once the power system is replaced with a reliable alternative
Airframe C should be capable of safely flying the CIS Camera
System.

Project Evaluation
Complete/In Progress/Incomplete
UAV
The plane flies reliably

Complete

The plane supports a payload.

Complete

The plane is robust.

Incomplete

The plane can fly long flights.

Complete

The total plane weight is within legal restrictions.

Complete

Mathematical Model
Model can be used to implement control system.

In Progress

Model can be used for aircraft simulation.

In Progress

Model can be compared to flight data.

In Progress

Project Evaluation
Complete/In Progress/Incomplete
Controller
Controller connects to all sensors.

Complete

Controller is firmly seated.

Complete

Controller can withstand a crash.

In Progress

Controller fits in airframe.

Complete

Data Logging
Measurement Unit is able to log entire flight
sessions.

Complete

Individual Sensors can transmit valid data

Complete

Controller is able to accept sensor data
Controller is able to transmit sensor data by
telemetry.

Complete
In Progress

Flight data may seamlessly integrate with
MATLAB

In Progress

Future Steps
Mechanical
Validate dynamic model with logged data from flight testing.
Obtain more accurate aerodynamic coefficients to enhance dynamic model outputs.
Replace electric motor and speed controller and verify sizing.
Re-evaluate endurance criteria with given battery configuration.
Electrical
Add Telemetry circuit to PWM board
Clean-up & re-crimp wire bundles after completion for durability
Controller:
Integrate and test CCP
Validate Simulink interaction
Connect and communicate with telemetry

